Serbia-Belgrade: IPA — Improving the capability of the Romanian and Serbian authorities of reacting in emergency situations

2013/S 143-248220

Location: Europe (non-EU) — Serbia

Contract forecast notice

Services

Common procurement vocabulary (CPV):
Main object:
80000000 Education and training services — JA02 For computer software, JA21 For developing
Additional object(s):
72212462 Mathematical or forecasting software development services — JA06 For development
90721800 Natural risks or hazards protection services — FB07 For emergency, FB08 For fire protection, FB04 For firefighting

1. Publication reference:
EuropeAid/134845/D/SER/RS.

2. Procedure:
Restricted.

3. Programme:
IPA.

4. Financing:
Budget line.

5. Contracting authority:
Ministry of Interior of the Republic of Serbia, Belgrade, SERBIA.

6. Nature of contract:
Global price.

7. Contract description:
The project aims at consolidating cooperation in the cross-border area by implementing an alert system which will ensure necessary information flow to decision-making and reaction in case of floods or fire. Establishing a viable forecasting and warning system requires a combination of data, forecast tools and trained forecasters. Establishment of an integrated system for information and early warning with the possibility of forecasting basing on hydro-meteorological data with the aim of reducing flood or fire effects. Deployment of hydrologic models can help reduce the human and economic losses in the region by providing improved monitoring and forecast information to guide relief activities. The system will provide early warnings to responsible authorities and citizens, so that in case floods come, it provides a head start/timely decision for mobilisation, reaction and eventually evacuation with the aim to save lives, properties and the environment in an emergency situation.

8. Numbers and titles of lots:
The contract is divided into lots:
No, 1 lot only.
9. **Budget:**  
   Maximum budget: 478 811,73 EUR.

10. **Intended timing of publication of procurement notice:**  
   August 2013.

11. **Additional information**

12. **Legal basis:**  

13. **Date of dispatch of this notice:**  
   10.7.2013.

**Remarks:**  
There must be a minimum period of 30 calendar days between the publication of this contract forecast and the publication of the corresponding procurement notice.  
No applications or requests for information should be sent at this stage.